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By Rexdl · October 31, 2020Stream version: 0.100.375Fix size: 87 MB + 3.24 GBMemorize: www.ReXdl.comAn Open Letter to All WanderersDear Wanderer, Welcome. We're Cyber Hunter's development team. First of all, allow us to present our game. Cyber Hunter is the next generation of competitive sandbox mobile
game. It is full of different elements such as survival, shooting, research, skills and more, even parkour! In short, it's a whole new gaming experience. The game tells the story of our future, when technology between brains and computers has evolved very far and human civilization has experienced another leap of
evolution, during which great events have begun to occur. Justice faces evil. The old one stands against the new. The forces of conservatism are at odds with radicalism. In this virtual world, all our heroes and heroines have superpowered by quantum droids – the ability to turn the energy of a quantum cube into any
tactical support device they need. From optical camouflage to quantum barriers, an indicator that warns against approaching enemies, to a medical instrument that improves team-friends; You can build everything, and that's not all. You can choose all the skills you think will help your strategy the most in any fight. We've
even created a vertical combat concept. Parkour features such as climbing, sliding and rolling allow players to experience vertical battles in a variety of terrains, including mountains, swamps and deserts. In this game, the arena hosting your battles is not just a huge, flat map, but a world where you can fly in the sky and
move underground. We have also created several research points scattered around the world. Here you can explore temples in the desert and find the E-yties to unlock new skills and weapons. In the midst of destroyed robots, you can also find gloves that greatly increase your climbing speed. We hope cyber hunter can
bring you a new way to enjoy gaming and that you love to participate in the sandbox competitions it offers. However, there is still room for improvement in the game, but if you experience overheating, slowing down, intermite restarts or updates to your device during the game, we would like to apologize in advance and
ask for your understanding. We can assure you that this version does not represent the final quality of the game, but only the beginning of something even more fun. Your valuable suggestions and opinions are the driving force behind the continuous improvement of the cyber hunter, and your enthusiasm and passion are
the motivation for our ongoing efforts. Finally, we would like to express our gratitude for downloading and supporting our game. Thank you! Features:— Vibrant characters with bloodsimilar faces – The next generation's face shapes art and more than 100 cosmetic designs can be created separate and vivid — Specific
skills and tactics — tactical skills such as optical camouflage, quantum barriers, invisible force fields, fire support. You can shape your own tactical system - go to the sky and find what you need. Become a parkour expert and knock out your enemies in style – Glide in the sky, dive into the deep sea, climb and roll, there
are plenty of parkour moves during a fast-paced free fight.— Explore and fight in the sandbox world – all terrain is open for free examination, including 100-meter-high waterfalls, desert temples and swampy remains. You'll find a lot of weapons in this world. Features of the new version Chaos arrives in the CS7 season —
Havoc League Ole cyborg mercenary in the city of the night! Havoc League, the new season kicks off with a new season ticket background. The secrets of the Havoc League await the discoverability of the Wanderers! Complete season pass tasks and get special Wukong and Nezha theme fashions, as well as special
rewards such as Wukong theme Avatar. New Faction Map Debut – Sky Garden APK installs it on your device. com.netease.lztgglobal folder android/obb copy. Take part in the game. Cyber Hunter is a new Battle Royale game recently released on the Play Store. The game quickly piqued the interest of the Battle Royale
community. NetEase is responsible for the production and distribution of this game. Cyber Hunter attracts players with the perfect combination between two Battle Royale styles, including PUBG and Fortnite.As per Battle Royale games on Android or iOS, we can't ignore NetEase, which created the rules of survival - one
of the most popular games of 2018. At the time of release, the game took a lot of inspiration from PUBG. While there are plenty of grounds for copying gaming, it is undeniable that NetEase has achieved great success with survival rules. In addition, the company will continue to release a new game with this theme. The
product is called Cyber Hunter. The game is the perfect combination of PUBG and Fortnite. In this article, we will show you how to download Cyber Hunter APK and then install it in just a few simple steps. But first, let's explore the great features of the game in this article! What is Cyber Hunter APK on mobile? Cyber
Hunter is a project called Project Battle, which NetEase had unveiled earlier. During the Project Battle experiment, the gaming community paid a lot of attention to it. However, the game quickly received a lot of negative feedback because it was not optimized on the mobile platform. We can empathise because this is just
a test product and it is not yet ready. However, Cyber Hunter's gameplay is absolutely awesome and worth a try. Over several months, NetEase has officially completed Project Battle and renamed it Cyber Hunter. Cyber Hunter brings players something new. Cyber Hunter Game Features:There are many interesting
features you can explore in this game. Although Cyber Hunter is in the beta test phase, Netease has optimized It's pretty good. Here are some highlights of the game. The perfect Battle Royale mobilecyber in Hunter doesn't bring any new gaming. It still retains the traditional Battle Royale style. However, it knows how to
create unique gaming in combining Fortnate and PUBG. Moreover, there are plenty of other interesting features in the game that you can explore. Freely customizing the characterCyber Hunter still lets you choose sex for the character. All in all, we appreciate the character design style of the game. Both female and
male characters are built in detail and uniquely, in a slightly comic style. In addition, players can customize their character as they wish. The freely adaptable feature is not only picking options that the developer puts into play by default, but you are free to customize it, such as eye, lip, nose, eyes brown... all of which will
follow your reference. This feature is learned from RPG and Sandbox. It brings the Battle Royale shooter to a mobile phone that differs somewhat from previously performed games on the market. Weapons, motorized vehicles in imaginary style As we said above, Cyber Hunter wants to bring a fictional Battle Royale
game. So, in addition to the character, the weapons in the game are also designed to be very sophisticated and beautiful. Although they are all based on real prototypes, it has changed a few small details to look more charming. Find hundreds of unique weapons in the game. Cyber Hunter not only offers a variety of
weapon systems, but also unique items. For example, you can freeze the water with a special bomb. The Enhanced Core system helps your weapon gain more special abilities. There are many ways in which you can easily find a car on any map. The novelty, however, is that players can experience a spaceship called
Wavechaser, the design of which is like in famous fantasy movies. With many improvements in traditional gameplay, Cyber Hunter's gameplay is still one of the basic elements of Battle Royale, but it seems netEase has learned a lot from Fortnite. Players can implement this through the building mechanism. In Cyber
Hunter, you don't need a backpack to hold guns. Instead, each character has a customizable droid. Its mission is to contain all the artifacts and weapons. In addition, this droid is also responsible for the fact that you can land safely when jumping from a height. Of course, when you play after a droid, a player can still
complete an epic shooting battle.NetEase has added a cohort to Cyber Hunter with acrobatics. This will help you escape in a few critical situations. Acrobatics make it difficult for the enemy to focus on you. In addition to acrobatics, the player can also climb the wall. Instead of stairs, you can climb and stalk the enemy in
many different directions and ways. Construction and destruction Gamers can destroy almost everything quantum cube collection. This energy is used to build any castle with any model that allows the player to determine the fight if they are skilled. You can even build a fortress, set a detector to track down enemies, or
build a team for your teammates to heal. The game has a built-in feature that reminds us of Fortnite.Cyber Hunter has a large map to expand battles on the ground, in the sky or underwater. In addition, this map contains a few items that will allow you to improve your skills, such as speed climbing, acrobatics... Cyber
Hunter APK Information:[table id=70 /]Download Cyber Hunter APK+ Data (Full) for AndroidGeneral, NetEase shows Cyber Hunter's huge potential. The game has a very detailed character system, so we think a lot of players probably have a lot of time to create a new character, which makes them happy. The game also
added new gameplay, such as climbing, acrobatics. That's why the battle promises to be much more dramatic. Cyber Hunter can be considered a future version of Fortnten. From design, colorful graphics or building mechanism... They all get the fans out of Fornite. Don't forget to visit the homepage of the game to keep
track of the latest information about this game. You can download and install the game via the link below. Below.
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